"Reduced" (i.e., simplified or approximate) ion-kinetic (RIK) models in radiation-hydrodynamic simulations permit a useful description of inertial-confinement-fusion (ICF) implosions where kinetic deviations from hydrodynamic behavior are important. For implosions in or near the kinetic regime (i.e., when ion mean free paths are comparable to the capsule size), simulations using a RIK model give a detailed picture of the time-and space-dependent structure of imploding capsules, allow an assessment of the relative importance of various kinetic processes during the implosion, enable explanations of past and current observations, and permit predictions of the results of future experiments. The RIK simulation method described here uses moment-based reduced kinetic models for transport of mass, momentum, and energy by long-mean-free-path ions, a model for the decrease of fusion reactivity owing to the associated modification of the ion distribution function, and a model of hydrodynamic turbulent mixing. The transport models are based on local gradientdiffusion approximations for the transport of moments of the ion distribution functions, with coefficients to impose flux limiting or account for transport modification. After calibration against a reference set of ICF implosions spanning the hydrodynamic-to-kinetic transition, the method has useful, quantifiable predictive ability over a broad range of capsule parameter space. Calibrated RIK simulations show that an important contributor to ion species separation in ICF capsule implosions is the preferential flux of longer-mean-free-path species out of the fuel and into the shell, leaving the fuel relatively enriched in species with shorter mean free paths. Also, the transport of ion thermal energy is enhanced in the kinetic regime, causing the fuel region to have a more uniform, lower ion temperature, extending over a larger volume, than implied by clean simulations. We expect that the success of our simple approach will motivate continued theoretical research into the development of first-principles-based, comprehensive, self-consistent, yet useable models of kinetic multispecies ion behavior in ICF plasmas. V C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a strongly driven inertial-confinement-fusion (ICF) capsule, the fuel may be heated to such high temperature that the mean free path of thermal ions (
q for ions of charge Z i moving in a background plasma having ion temperature T, ion charge Z, and density q) becomes comparable to the size of the fuel region. In this case, the fuel cannot be adequately represented as a hydrodynamic fluid (i.e., an aggregation of particles such that, owing to high collision rates, all constituent particles have Maxwellian velocity distributions characterized by a local temperature) but must instead be treated as a kinetic plasma, whose velocity distribution function requires a full phase-space description. Even in less extreme situations, the mean free paths of those energetic ions responsible for most fusion reactions and for the transport of mass, momentum, and energy in the capsule's core can be so long that a non-local description of transport is required.
Several authors have commented from a theoretical standpoint on the possible role of kinetic phenomena and the need to account for them in simulations of ICF implosions. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Recently, a variety of implosion experiments has given strong evidence for the importance of ion-kinetic transport in the ICF context. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] In our earlier work, we described a simplified asymptotic model for the reduction of fusion reactivity in ICF capsules, 4 owing to the depletion of the tail of the ion distribution function near the "Gamow peak," where most fusion reactions occur. The model was implemented in a radiation-hydrodynamic simulation code, and, when augmented with a model of hydrodynamic a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
nmh@lanl.gov turbulent mixing, was used successfully to explain the observed behavior of a diverse set of DT-filled plastic-shell capsules. 16 The model did not, however, account in a unified framework for the modified transport of mass, momentum, and energy associated with kinetic departures from local Maxwellian behavior. Instead, kinetic mass transport was represented approximately by the depletion of the distribution tail without normalization, enhancing the reduction in fusion reactivity. The article by Albright et al. 5 describes improvements to this approach, which we summarize in Sec. II E.
In the present article, we report on a simulation and prediction method using models of kinetically modified mass, momentum, and energy transport in ICF implosions, as well as the improved reactivity-reduction ("Knudsen-layer reactivity") model. The combination of these models, in a standard sequential operator-split approach, allows more comprehensive simulations of strongly kinetic ICF implosions, extending to those in which the fuel-averaged Knudsen number N K , defined as the ratio of thermal ion mean free path to fuel region size, is !1 at "bang time" (the time of peak fusion reaction rate). The models are implemented in a Lagrangian radiation-hydrodynamics code, which also incorporates multigroup thermal radiation diffusion, transport of charged fusion-product particles, artificial viscosity, realistic equations-of-state with detailed ionization physics, non-LTE opacities (where LTE denotes the condition of local thermodynamic equilibrium), laser propagation via geometric ray tracing, and laser deposition by inverse bremsstrahlung. Electron thermal transport is treated using fluxlimited thermal diffusion, with a flux limiter f e ¼ 0.06. Since we neglect non-local electron thermal transport, we restrict attention to direct-drive ICF capsules imploded by square pulses of 1 ns duration or shorter, where it has been shown that flux-limited electron thermal diffusion using f e ¼ 0.06 allows an adequate description of the mean flow of the system. 17, 18 All implosion simulations assume 1D spherical symmetry, a good approximation for the low-convergence capsules discussed in this article.
The simulation code does not include models of stimulated laser-matter interaction processes such as stimulated Brillouin scattering, two-plasmon decay, or cross-beam energy transfer. Furthermore, although laser energy is propagated and deposited using geometric rays, the true laser illumination pattern cannot be accurately represented in 1D implosion simulations. For these reasons, the total energy E L of the laser pulse in an implosion experiment is not introduced into a simulation; instead, a smaller amount of energy f ls E L is introduced, where the laser source fraction f ls < 1. The missing energy (1 À f ls )E L corresponds to the laser energy scattered and refracted away from the capsule by unmodeled stimulated processes and unmodeled 3D ray geometry effects, respectively, in the experiment. The fraction of total energy E L absorbed by the capsule in simulations, f abs,sim , is always less than f ls , because the simulation does attempt to account for the refraction of laser light passing the capsule without being absorbed. If we denote the amount of such refracted unabsorbed energy in the simulation by f refrac,sim E L , then f abs;sim ¼ f ls À f refrac;sim < f ls . We regard f ls as a simulation parameter to be calibrated using data from experiments; it is not a measurable quantity, but measurements of the absorbed energy fraction f abs are important in constraining its value. 19 We refer to the combination of models described in this article as the overall reduced (in the sense of simplified and approximate) ion-kinetic, or RIK, model. In Sec. II, we describe the individual component models making up the full RIK model. For completeness, we also include in our method a model of hydrodynamic turbulent mixing. This phenomenon is not a kinetic effect at all, but it is traditionally considered to play a strong role in ICF implosions, and we need a way to assess its effects relative to those of ionkinetic phenomena; this model is also described in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we discuss our methodology for calibrating parameters of the component models, the various sets of ICF capsule experiments used for calibrations (a set that is significantly more diverse than even those experiments used in Ref. 4) , the results of the calibration process, and progress in the validation of the calibrated models. In Sec. III, we also point out that, according to RIK simulations, ion-kinetic transport can extensively modify the structure of imploding capsules, producing a differential loss of fuel ions into the imploding shell and a large ion-heated region in fuel and shell. Section IV summarizes our findings and conclusions.
II. COMPONENT MODELS INCLUDED IN THE RIK METHOD
A. The approximate nature of the RIK model
It is important to begin with a caveat: the RIK model introduced here must be regarded as provisional or schematic. In other words, it is an outline or "rough draft" of a rigorous model, good enough for making predictions and gaining insight, but not in any way a finished theoretical picture. Its approximations and assumptions that limit any claims to rigor will be clearly highlighted, and the shortcomings in its explanatory and predictive power will become obvious. Yet the RIK model's successes, as we report here, have made it a tool of significant utility, and we believe it to be an important milestone on the path to a rigorous model. We expect that whatever success it has achieved will stimulate continued theoretical developments in that direction; some recent progress along that line will be noted below.
Among other approximations, the RIK model uses a set of gradient-diffusion models implemented in the host radiation-hydrodynamics code. Clearly, local-gradient-driven processes are not justifiable as one approaches the limit of increasingly long ion mean free path and non-locality of the transport processes. Therefore, some of the component models in the RIK model incorporate a flux limiter, whose purpose is to allow a bridging between the short mean-free-path hydrodynamic regime and the long mean-free-path kinetic regime. 20 In the present work, we report results based on using flux limiters that are specified either a priori or as a result of empirical calibration. A further major approximation is that the parameters of each component model are permitted to vary independently of the parameters in any other component model. The expectation is that systematic correlations among parameters of different component models, while they might have been specified a priori by an overarching theory, will be revealed through empirical calibration, given enough data; in fact, exactly such correlated behavior does emerge from our methodology, as we will show below. Other important approximations relate to the ion mass transport model, as we now describe.
B. Multispecies ion mass transport
The starting point for the RIK ion mass transport technique is the multispecies model discussed by Schunk, 21 with modifications by Zimmerman. 22 We refer to the resulting method, together with the ion enthalpy transport, frictional heating, viscosity, and thermal conductivity models discussed below, as the Schunk-Zimmerman model. Its particular form is based on Schunk's 8-moment approximation. 23 Schunk's model is an attempt to describe plasmas that are far from equilibrium, in the manner of Grad; 24 his goal was a model that could apply to plasmas with large temperature and drift velocity differences among the interacting species. As a result, the model employs approximate velocity distribution functions that prevent it from reaching the Chapman-Enskog limit in highly collisional situations. Given the heuristic nature of some of Schunk's approximations, it is not clear how widely valid the model can be. A detailed comparison to a more rigorous theory such as the generalized Chapman-Enskog method of Molvig, Simakov, and Vold applied to a binary-mixture plasma 25 will be required for revealing the extent to which the Schunk model is accurate in various regimes. Another consequence of the 8-moment approximation is the neglect of temperature and pressure anisotropy. For imploding shock waves in ICF capsules, temperature anisotropy may occur; an example is displayed in the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck implosion simulations by Larroche.
2 It is not clear whether this phenomenon leads to observable effects in current experimental observations. But in any case, it cannot be represented in the Schunk-Zimmerman model and could not be treated straightforwardly in the kind of standard radiation-hydrodynamics code used in our work. Properly accounting for temperature and pressure anisotropy therefore remains, for now, a topic for future investigation.
The Schunk-Zimmerman model involves a heuristic treatment of the collisional frictional force on each species. One fundamental approximation is that the model regards the frictional drag on each species as occurring against the average background plasma, rather than considering other species separately in pairwise fashion. Schunk's frictional momentum exchange term for ion species s (with units, for example, g cm À2 s
À2
, i.e., unit momentum per unit volume per unit time) can be written X j n s n j R sj ðw j Àw s Þ;
where the sum extends over all species j, n j is the density of species j,w j is the diffusion velocity of species j relative to the mass-averaged velocity of the plasma (represented by the zone velocity in the simulation code), and R sj (with units, e.g., g cm 3 s
À1
) gives the rate of momentum exchange. 26 In 
where species j has mass number A j and charge state Z j , and A is the molar-average mass. This expression is obtained from Schunk's Eq. (C2) for the pairwise collision frequency st . We define a total collision frequency for species s as the sum of st over all species t, with the assumption of a single temperature and Coulomb logarithm for all pairs of species, and define a mean reduced mass number ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
s. The collision time in Eq. (1) is the reciprocal of the total collision frequency.
A second important approximation in the SchunkZimmerman model is that the thermal diffusive force resulting from the ion temperature gradient is omitted. The omission is largely a practical decision, as this term's proper treatment would present serious complications. As pointed out by various authors, the thermodiffusion coefficients are not thermodynamic properties of an equilibrium plasma, but depend significantly on the interparticle potential or "the law governing the molecular interactions," 27 necessitating a kinetic evaluation. 28 This approximation is justifiable in situations where the ion temperature gradient rT i /T i is small and transient compared to other gradients, such as the concentration gradient rP s /P s , which is usually large and persistent locally at material boundaries. 29 We can also expect this approximation to be useful when T i % T e , since then the electron thermodiffusion term, which is explicitly represented in the expression for ion mass flux (Eq. (2) below), can account for ion thermodiffusion as well, with a properly calibrated multiplier.
A third major approximation, or limitation, of the SchunkZimmerman model as invoked in this work is that it does not currently incorporate flux limiters in its expression for ion mass flux. Since the expression includes terms representing several gradient-based forces, each of which might need its own independent flux limiter, the introduction of flux limiters here would spawn a proliferation of adjustable parameters, and a degree of complexity even beyond the already considerable level the model now has. Furthermore, given the severe approximations the model incorporates, the addition of flux limiters to each gradient-driven term seems like an unwarranted refinement. As discussed below, we will apply a single multiplier to the ion mass flux to play the role of a flux limiter, if necessary.
Other simplifications used in the Schunk-Zimmerman model include the neglect of time derivatives ofw s and species heat fluxesq s , terms proportional tow s Áq s , and magnetic fields. Again these approximations have consequences primarily for the structure of shock waves, and we will depend on empirically calibrated multipliers to compensate for errors they may induce. The model assumes zero net charge density, and that all ion species have the same temperature. Using Schunk's Eq. (27b), with his Eq. (25b) for the collision term, and our approximations above, the mass flux of ion species s, relative to the mass-weighted background of all species, is written as
where
Time derivatives are neglected in Schunk's expressions, as are body forces other than the electric field, which is replaced using the analogous electron momentum equation assuming zero net current. Thus, here the term in rP e incorporates the effect of the ambipolar electric field. The expression for b jj uT is based on a fit to b 0 in Table II of  Braginskii. 30 The multiplier f Te controls the contribution of the rT e term and is a parameter to be experimentally calibrated. The first two terms in the bracket correspond exactly to the first two terms of Zel'dovich and Raizer for species mass flux in a neutral binary fluid (with P e ¼ 0, Z j ¼ 0). 27 The benefit of the Schunk-Zimmerman model is that it allows a simple evaluation of s s and the ion species fluxF s for all species, even when a very large number of species is present. It gives a reasonable approximation to the mass flux of species that have low mass density relative to the entire plasma, while underestimating the flux of the species with highest mass density. Since the highest density species, by definition, do not diffuse significantly with respect to the mass (i.e., density)-averaged velocity of the plasma, this underestimate does not introduce major inaccuracies; it is usually most important to have an accurate model of the low-density species, which typically are the most mobile. The model may underestimate the degree to which two minority high-Z species relax towards each other rather than the low-Z species. If the high-Z species constitute a small mass fraction of the plasma, the high-Z species' mean velocity could be persistently different than the mass-averaged plasma velocity. Generally, however, we do not expect this limitation to induce major errors in simulations where low-Z and high-Z species are initially separated (as in an ICF capsule), since only a small volume of the system is likely to be affected. Another consequence of this approximation is that the massaveraged sum of the species diffusion velocities P j n j m j w * j does not vanish. This means that the mesh zone boundaries become arbitrary divisions of the system geometry, while mass conservation is assured by accounting for species fluxes across zone boundaries, as is routinely done for simulations that depart from a purely Lagrangian approach.
Associated with mass transport is a corresponding energy transport resulting from the ions' enthalpy. The ions carry their own thermal energy with them as they flow, and the divergence of this flux causes heating that must be accounted for in the model. There is also frictional heating resulting from momentum exchange among species. These processes are a component of energy transport that is distinct from ion thermal conduction, which occurs independently of any interspecies mass flux.
In the Schunk-Zimmerman model, since the collisional momentum-exchange term is approximated as
we find the ion heating rate resulting from the relative motion of ion species to bê
with units energy per unit volume per unit time. The first term describes frictional heating; every member of the sum is positive definite, sincew s F s =n s has the same sign aŝ F s . Thus, the term is always positive, a necessary property of frictional heating. The second term describes the divergence of the thermal energy flux. The third term represents a correction to the PdV work term in the momentum equation for the mean flow, since the mean flow equations do not account for interspecies diffusion. The analogous electron heating rate resulting from the ions' relative motion iŝ
Áw e T e n e À P er Áw e
with the definitions
The final term includesẼ ÁJ, whereẼ is the thermoelectric field andJ is the current associated withw e . Since the model as implemented is not flux-limited, Eq. (2) may give values of m sF s that are larger than is physically possible in regions where the gradients are very steep. Because of this, and the other approximations noted above, we introduce another empirically calibrated multiplier f idif , whose value is determined by requiring simulations to conform to observations, and implement the species mass flux as
If we find, for example, that the empirically inferred value of f idif is smaller than unity for a particular capsule implosion, that may be evidence that the implosion enters the ionkinetic regime where ion mean free paths are larger than local gradient scale lengths, so f idif acts as an empirically determined flux limiter. Alternatively, it may be that the sign of the missing ion-thermodiffusion term is such as to reduce the species flux, so f idif < 1 is necessary to express the effect of the missing term. In the same spirit, we introduce the parameter f iht to control the strength of the ion and electron heating rates: Q ion ¼ f ihtQion and Q ele ¼ f ihtQele , and calibrate it empirically.
C. Ion viscosity (momentum transport)
In the absence of a magnetic field, the ion viscosity is 22, 31 
where m u is the atomic mass unit. The ion viscosity is added to the artificial viscosity, whose value is set to maintain shock wave widths of at least two mesh cells. The multiplier f ivis is a parameter to be experimentally calibrated.
D. Ion thermal conduction
Thermal conduction by ions is represented with a fluxlimited gradient-diffusion model
where q i is the conductive heat flux carried by ions, j i is the local Spitzer-H€ arm ion-thermal conductivity
T i and n i are the local ion temperature and total ion number density, respectively, in the underlying radiation-hydrodynamic code, q i,stream is the heat flux in the streaming limit
f iflxm is a flux-limit parameter, and f icnd is a coefficient to be empirically calibrated. The form of the flux limiter is specified a priori here, although it contains the parameter f iflxm that can be constrained empirically if desired; in practice f iflxm ¼ 1 for all models discussed in this article.
E. Fusion reactivity reduction
The fusion-reactivity reduction model ("Knudsen reactivity") is an improved version of the asymptotic model published in Molvig et al. 4 to describe the decrease in fusion reactivity resulting from the escape of long-mean-free-path ions from a small volume of fuel. The new model, 5 which we refer to as "Knudsen II" or the Molvig-Albright reactivity reduction model, uses an accurate solution to the loss-term kinetic equation, described in Ref. 4 for the ion distribution function f i (e)
rather than the leading-order WKB solution; here e m i v 2 / 2kT i , where v is the ion velocity, and N Ki is the Knudsen number for species i (defined below). The Molvig-Albright model uses distinct distribution functions (assumed to be isotropic) for the reacting species. The distribution functions are normalized, so that the model accounts only for the modified shape of the high-energy tail of the distribution function, not the loss of the ions from the fuel volume; the latter effect is now represented by the multispecies ion-masstransport model described earlier. As in Ref. 4 , Bosch-Hale cross-sections 32 are used in the evaluation of fusion reactivities. The full 3D velocity-space integral, appropriate for non-Maxwellian distributions, is used to evaluate reactivity. For two reacting species with mass numbers and distribution functions A 1 , f 1 (e 1 ) and A 2 , f 2 (e 2 ), respectively, the fusion reactivity in cm 3 s À 1 is
where T has units keV, r is in barns, and v r is the relative velocity of the two reacting nuclei, which depends on the angle n between their respective velocities v r n; e 1 ; e 2 ð Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
In the reactivity-reduction model, the local Knudsen number is defined as
for ions with mass number A i , charge Z i , interacting with a background plasma of mass density q, Coulomb logarithm ln K, consisting of a mixture of ion species j, each characterized by mass number A j , charge Z j , and number density n j . The symbol k i denotes the mean free path of thermal ions i, and L denotes the size of the system. The coefficient f Knu may be regarded as compensating for approximations in the loss-term kinetic equation (Eq. (7)) and in the definition of L, and is to be empirically calibrated. In Eq. (8), T i , q, and L have units keV, g/cm 3 , and cm,
qL , where L now has units of lm, and setting f Knu to 1, we find, for example, that C ¼ 0.043 for deuterons in a 50/50 D 3 He mixture, C ¼ 0.009 for 3 He in that mixture, and C ¼ 0.091 for a fictitious particle with A ¼ 2.5 and Z ¼ 1 in a 50/50 DT mixture. We usually characterize the background plasma by its proton Knudsen number N Kp , using A ¼ 1 and Z ¼ 1. The Knudsen number for a different particle i is then
As in Ref. 4 , we typically calculate the system size L locally as the inverse of a root-mean-square reciprocal distance to the boundary of the spherical reacting volume, normalized such that in plane geometry the result limits to the distance to the boundary. The boundary is defined as the radial point at which the fusion reaction rate has dropped to some fraction (usually 0.001) of its maximum value; this definition is useful no matter whether the boundary is sharp, diffuse, or if reactions are occurring primarily in a shock wave far from a material interface. Alternative definitions of L have been investigated; for example, we can define L as the local ion-temperature curvature scale length:
Another option is to employ a flux-limited version of the loss-term kinetic equation, which generally reduces the amount of tail depletion, and hence reduces the effect of tail depletion on fusion reactivity.
For a given fusion reaction, Eq. (7) is solved for various values of N Ki for each reacting species, and the resulting distribution functions used to compute a table of mean reactivity hrvi as a function of T i and N Kp . In implosion simulations, the reactivity is determined in each cell and each timestep by interpolating in the table, given the cell's local T i and N Kp . Figure 1 shows the fusion reactivity reduction ratio hrvi(T i , N Kp )/hrvi(T i , 0) for DDn and D 3 He reactions. For D 3 He, the "reduction ratio" actually becomes an enhancement in the reactivity at very high ion temperature (տ300 keV). In such cases, tail-ion loss and normalization cause a shift of the distribution downward in energy, giving greater overlap with the resonance in the D 3 He cross section. A similar feature is seen for the DT reaction, but not for the DD reaction, which has no resonance.
F. Hydrodynamic turbulent mixing
Turbulent mixing is represented by the buoyancy-drag model of Dimonte. 33 The model has two main parameters, a drag coefficient and an initial scale length l. Two coupled equations describe the evolution of the bubble height (i.e., the penetration of the low-density fluid into the high-density fluid) and the spike length (i.e., the penetration of the highdensity fluid into the low-density fluid), respectively. The drag coefficient has been independently determined to be equal to 2.5 and is set to that value for the results reported here. The initial scale length l is related to both the mean amplitude and mean transverse scale length of surface perturbations on the capsule, which may result from the initial surface roughness, or from laser imprint, or some other source. We regard l as a parameter to be inferred from the measurements. predictive value of the class of all RIK models, we have performed a calibration/(in)validation cycle, 34, 35 by using one set of experiments to calibrate model parameters, and then following the calibration process with an assessment ["(in)validation"] of the ability of the calibrated model to explain observations from other, independent experiments. We use the term "invalidation" as a reminder that, just as a physical theory can never be proven to be universally true, neither can a model be proven generally valid in all regimes; a model can be either invalidated or "not yet invalidated," and then typically only in a limited regime.
The calibration task is the optimization process of finding the RIK model that, when used in numerical simulations, gives the best explanation of the observations from one or more capsule implosion experiments. For a particular implosion, in principle the task entails searching a highdimensional parameter space, the space of all possible RIK models (i.e., the RIK model class), where each model is characterized by the values of its various parameters, which were introduced in Secs. I and II. But in practice, we have found useful models occupying a small volume of the entire model space; in fact, all the RIK models we discuss in the remainder of this article occupy a space of just two dimensions, spanned by the parameters f idif and f icnd . The other parameters (f ls , f e , f Knu , f iflxm , f ivis , f iht , f Te , and l) have fixed values for these RIK models, and four of those parameters are fixed at the value of zero.
The simulation code with its implementation of the RIK model class is essentially an operator, taking the model parameters as inputs and mapping them onto the output quantities characterizing the implosion, such as DT neutron yield Y DT , DD neutron yield Y DDn , D 3 He proton yield Y D 3 He , average ion temperature determined from DD neutron spectral width T iDD , "bang time" t b (the time of peak DD reaction rate in this article), absorbed laser energy E abs (or, equivalently, absorbed laser fraction f abs E abs /E L ), and average shell areal density qR s . The goal is to find the model, i.e., the values of the input parameters, which minimizes the difference between the observed and simulated values of output quantities. We cast this as the least-squares problem of minimizing the sum S N of squared differences between the observed and simulated values of N output quantities Q j
where the Q j are Y DD , T iDD , t b , etc., and r j denotes the uncertainty in the numerator, including the experimental uncertainty in Q j,obs as well as the simulation uncertainty in Q j,sim . This expression shows explicitly the dependence of S N and Q j,sim on the vectorf of model input parameters. 36 (In general, r j might also depend onf , but we ignore that possibility for now.)
Searches of input parameter space are carried out using control scripts that automatically execute hundreds of 1D simulations in parallel, where each individual simulation has a unique set of input parameters. Typically, only two input parameters are varied in any one search, so a comprehensive search of multidimensional input space requires searching numerous 2D slices. For each simulation, the sum S N is evaluated, and the point in input space where S N is minimized is identified. (Usually, this is a unique point, but there is no guarantee that it is a global minimum.) We consider D N ͱS N < ͱN to indicate a good fit of simulated outputs to observed outputs, since it means that Q j,obs matches Q j,sim to better than 1r j on average for all N output quantities. Figure 2 shows a plot of 1/D 5 on a 2D projection of input space with axes f idif and f icnd , for an OMEGA capsule implosion experiment in which five quantities were measured:
He , T iDD , t b , and f abs . The plot represents the results of 120 1D simulations in which f idif ranged over twelve values between 0 and 8 while f icnd ranged over ten values between 0.2 and 20; thus only a small subset of points in the full parameter space is searched, but with appropriate conditions on the smoothness of D 5 , the sample is representative. The other eight input parameters were held fixed at
The uncertainties appearing in the denominator of Eq. (9) were taken to be r YDD ¼ 10%, r YD 3 He ¼ 10%, r TiDD ¼ 2 keV, r tb ¼ 50 ps, and r fabs ¼ 0.04. The result of the study was that min (D 5 ) ¼ 2.53 (slightly larger than ͱ5 ¼ 2.24), corresponding to input parameters f idif ¼ 0.8 and f icnd ¼ 1.0.
B. Calibration of RIK models
Our first attempt to calibrate RIK models used data from implosion experiments performed by Rosenberg et al. 13 that were intended to span the range from hydrodynamic to kinetic behavior. The capsules had thin glass shells and were He gas with initial densities in the range 0.14 to 3.1 mg/cm 3 . The implosions were driven by a 0.6-ns square laser pulse delivering $14.6 kJ to the capsule. Detailed parameters describing eight of the capsules and their observed performance are given in Table I . Five measured quantities are shown for each capsule:
He , T iDD , t b , and f abs . This is the data set used for calibration. Uncertainties in the measured quantities were given in the last paragraph of Sec. III A.
Searches of input parameter space, as described in Sec. III A, were carried out independently for each of the eight capsules, to find the RIK model that best described each capsule's behavior. It was determined early in the study that reasonably good fits could be obtained for all capsules by fixing eight of the ten input parameters at the values f ls ¼ 0.63,
This was true even though a wide range of values for f ls , f e , f Knu , f iflxm , f ivis , and l was searched initially, for at least some capsules. Most of the final, more refined searches were therefore carried out in the [f idif , Table II , where the capsules are arranged in order of decreasing initial fuel density (column 4). These optimal points must be members of the set of 120 discrete points just described. 37 The best-fit values for f idif and f icnd are also displayed as functions of initial fuel density in Figure 3 . Table II and Fig. 3 reveal an apparent continuous variation in the capsules' behavior as the initial fuel density is varied, as evidenced by the variation in the RIK models required to describe them. At the extremes, capsules with high initial fuel density >2 mg/cm 3 require f idif ffi f icnd ffi 1, while capsules with low initial fuel density <1.2 mg/cm 3 require f idif ffi 0.1 and f icnd ¼ 4 to 15. The variation is indicative of the distinction noted by Rosenberg et al. 13 between capsules with fuel density >1.7 mg/cm 3 , whose behavior they termed "hydrodynamiclike," and those with fuel density <1.7 mg/cm 3 , whose behavior they designated as "strongly 3 . Dependence of best-fit RIK parameters f idif and f icnd on initial fuel density of thin glass-shell capsules. 13 Best-fit values of f idif and f icnd are clearly correlated. High-density capsules have f idif and f icnd near unity while low-density capsules have f idif ( 1and f icnd ) 1. These results are also tabulated in Table II . kinetic." In the strongly kinetic regime, yields are significantly smaller than predicted by "clean" hydrodynamic simulations (i.e., simulations having f Knu ¼ 0, f idif ¼ 0, l ¼ 0, and f icnd ¼ 1, while all other parameters, except for f ls and f e , are also 0). The fact that f idif ffi f icnd ffi 1 for the high-fuel-density capsules shows that these quasi-hydrodynamic capsules are described fairly well by unmodified ion transport models, with no need for multipliers much different from unity. Yields of these capsules agree within a factor of about two with clean simulations, indicating that ion diffusion is of only moderate importance, since their calculated yields are somewhat insensitive to f idif in the range 0 f idif 1. For the low-fuel-density capsules, on the other hand, our conclusion that f idif ffi 0.1 is evidence that they evolve into the strongly kinetic regime where ion mean free paths exceed gradient scale lengths, so f idif acts as a flux limiter. The small value of f Knu ¼ 0.1 for all these models indicates that the reactivityreduction model, as invoked in this work, tends to overestimate the magnitude of the decrease in fusion reactivity caused by non-Maxwellian distributions. As mentioned earlier, this could result from the approximate definition of system size L or from the lack of a flux limiter in Eq. (7). A variety of other approximations is available in the implemented reactivity-reduction model and will be investigated in future work. Table II and Fig. 3 show a clear correlation between f idif and f icnd . This relationship illustrates what we expected we might see when making the approximation of a priori independence of subcomponent model parameters mentioned in Sec. II A: the emergence of relationships between model parameters when constrained by experimental measurements. Goals of future theoretical work ought to include justifying and explaining this empirically determined correlation.
The use of f idif as an empirically calibrated flux limiter, and the enhanced ion thermal conduction, with f icnd varying in the range 4 to 15 depending on fuel density, are signatures of "missing physics" in the RIK models. For example, the variation in f icnd may be a result of neglecting ion enthalpy transport and frictional heating when f iht is set to 0; ion conduction would then be forced to play the role of the neglected processes. In this case, new optimization studies using f iht 6 ¼ 0 may reduce the variation in f icnd . It is also likely that the two ion species in the fuel, D and 3 He, do not remain in temperature equilibrium during the passage of shock waves inward and outward through the fuel, particularly for the lower density capsules; the D ions are significantly less heated by the shocks than are the 3 He ions. 2, 7, 14 The hydrodynamic code used for our simulations is a single-fluid code, forcing all species in a spatial mesh zone to have a single temperature. So it may be that the large values of f icnd are the model's way of giving the deuterium ions their relatively low observed temperature. The separation of species observed in our simulations, i.e., the preferential flow of D out of the fuel at a higher rate than 3 He (discussed in Sec. III C), is another way that the model can force D to have a smaller mass-averaged temperature than 3 He.
C. Capsule structure in calibrated RIK simulations
Simulations using the RIK models, calibrated to match experimental measurements, typically have significantly different time-dependent capsule structure than do comparable clean simulations. This difference is manifestly the reason for the improved ability of RIK models to explain the experimental observations; the implication is that RIK simulations give a more accurate picture of the actual capsule structure during the experiment than do clean simulations. Figure 4 illustrates the difference. In Fig. 4(a) is shown the structure of a RIK simulation at about the time of peak shell implosion velocity, for a strongly kinetic capsule with a very lowdensity fill. The origin is on the left-hand boundary of the plot, and a shock wave in the D 3 He fuel is propagating towards the left. The flow of D and 3 He ions out of the shocked fuel region into the SiO 2 shell has led to intermixing of all four species over a wide region. Because D ions have longer mean free paths (larger collision time s s ) than 3 He ions, D flows into the shell more rapidly than 3 He, leaving the shocked fuel depleted in D relative to 3 He; referring to Eq. (1) for s s , the mean free path of species s is
, so k D is about four times larger than k 3He , in either a 50/50 D 3 He mixture or a $ 100% SiO 2 mixture. The ion temperature in the fuel is elevated far in front of the shockwave, owing to long-range ion thermal transport, extending all the way to the origin, and also far outward into the shell, about as far as the D ions have traveled. 
giving a good fit to the observations for shot #69067 ($1-atm gas fill). Radial coordinate is scaled by radius of fuel/shell interface in clean simulation (b). (b) Capsule structure at time of peak shell velocity from "clean" simulation using same parameter values as in Fig. 3(a) , except for f Knu ¼ 0,
In contrast, Figure 4(b) shows the structure of a clean simulation at the same time. There is no kinetic/diffusive intermixing of fuel ions and shell ions; the boundary between shell and fuel is effectively "sealed," a quite unrealistic condition. As a result the fuel composition remains 50/50 D 3 He everywhere. The postshock ion temperature is about a factor of two higher than in the RIK simulation, and the region of high T i is confined only to the shocked fuel. Comparison with Figure 4(a) shows that the postshock 3 He density is lower in the clean simulation than in the RIK simulation, where D has been depleted and 3 He must support the majority of the momentum flux in the shock wave. Gradients of pressure, ion number density, and ion temperature are significantly larger in the clean simulation than in the RIK simulation, showing that, for example, estimates of the strength of ion thermodiffusion based on clean simulations may be inaccurate, at least at this time in the implosion. The clean simulation gives extremely poor estimates of observable quantities; for example, the D 3 He yield is about 100Â higher than observed.
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D. Consensus RIK models from multi-capsule calibration
Since the best-fit values of the two main RIK model parameters vary with capsule properties in Table II and Figure  3 , it might be tempting to invent an additional model or rule that prescribes how to specify f icnd and f idif based on capsule parameters and evolution, when making predictions for a capsule experiment. For example, we could choose model parameters based on the initial fuel density, using the exponential fits shown as solid lines in Figure 3 . Or parameters could be specified dynamically during the course of a simulation, according to an estimate of whether the imploding capsule is in the hydrodynamic or kinetic regime, based on the fuel-averaged Knudsen number. Rather than introduce such elaborations, however, we instead ask whether we can calibrate an optimum "consensus" set of RIK model parameters based on a fit to data from several capsule shots simultaneously. If we find that a single RIK model does an adequate job of explaining capsule behavior across a broad range of initial fuel density, then we can be more confident in using it for general predictions.
To fit several capsules simultaneously, we generalize Eq. (9) by summing over M distinct capsules
where index k identifies the different capsules, and we allow for the possibility that the uncertainty r kj in the jth observable varies from one capsule to another. Again, the optimization problem is to find the minimum of S M,N as the vector of RIK model parametersf is varied. So long as the separate optimization searches for the individual capsules have all been conducted on the same grid in RIK model parameter space, it is easy to compute S M,N (f idif , f icnd ), for example, by summing the already available values of S N (f idif , f icnd ) for each capsule. This makes simultaneous optimization a simple process. Fitting all eight shots in Table I simultaneously gives bestfit values f idif ¼ 0.1 and f icnd ¼ 4. We refer to these input parameter values, together with the other fixed input parameters, as the "8-shot model." The quality of the fit is measured by
where N ¼ 5 is the number of observables per capsule, M ¼ 8 is the number of capsules, and n param ¼ 6 is the number of non-zero model parameters. For the 8-shot model, v 2 ffi 8.1. Simulation results using the 8-shot model were presented in Fig. 4 of the article by Rosenberg et al., 13 where it is evident that the model explains the decrease of Y DDn and Y D 3 He with decreasing initial fuel density rather well. Another attempt at a broad-range multiple-capsule fit is the "4-shot model," using four of the shots having intermediate fuel density in the range 1.1 to 2.4 mg/cm 3 : shots 69057, 69058, 69061, and 69063. The resulting best-fit parameters are f idif ¼ 0.3 and f icnd ¼ 2 with v 2 ffi 6.3. Better fits are obtained when restricting the optimization to a more homogeneous set of capsule shots. Fitting only the three high-fuel-density shots 69055, 69057, and 69058 leads to f idif ¼ 1( þ 0.7,À0.4) and f icnd ¼ 1( þ 2.6,À0.5), with v 2 ffi 2.8. We call this the "high-fuel-density" model. The uncertainty range in f idif is based on treating the three shots as repeated measurements of a single value of f idif , whereas the uncertainty range in f icnd is based on the widest variations obtained when fitting individual shots, allowing for a correlation of f icnd with fuel density resulting from "missing physics." Fitting only the five low-fuel-density shots 69061, 69063, 69064, 69066, and 69067, using the same prescription for uncertainty ranges, leads to f idif ¼ 0.1( þ 0.06,À0.04) and f icnd ¼ 8(þ12,À6.5) with v 2 ffi 4.2. This is the "low-fueldensity" model. Table III compares the parameter values for the four calibrated RIK models and a fifth model, the clean model, having f Knu ¼ 0, f idif ¼ 0, and f icnd ¼ 1. Figures 5 and 6 show results of simulations using all five models, in comparison to observations. All simulations assume a glass (SiO 2 ) capsule having 858-lm outer diameter, 2.3-lm ablator thickness, fuel composition D: 3 He ¼ 0.4889:0.5111 by atom, driven by a 14.9-kJ 0.6-ns square pulse. DD neutron yield is shown in Figure 5 (a), D 3 He proton yield in Figure 5 (b), ion temperature inferred from DD neutrons in Figure 6 (a), and absorbed energy fraction in Figure 6 (b). Curves showing results from models are described in the figure captions.
E. (In)validation of calibrated RIK models
In the calibration/(in)validation process, after a model has been calibrated on one set of observations, the next step is to test the calibrated model against an independent set of observations, preferably from a different experimental scenario investigating a different physical regime. The degree of agreement between the new observations and calculations based on the model is a measure of the extent to which the model can be regarded as "not yet invalidated" for the new physical regime, and hence useful for making predictions. If a model is found to be useful ("not invalid") in a variety of distinct physical regimes, we may begin to trust it to provide insight into the roles and importance of various physical mechanisms, and into the spatio-temporal structure of the implosions.
Deuterated-shell capsule implosions
To test the four calibrated RIK models identified in Sec. III D, we used the observations of Rinderknecht et al., 11, 12 who carried out implosions of thin-shell deuterated-plastic capsules. The capsules had $5-lm-thick shells with composition C 1 D 1.4 (i.e., 41.7% C and 58.3% D atom fractions) and were filled with gas whose initial composition was varied from pure D 2 , to 50/50 D 3 He by atom, to pure 3 He. The initial gas fill pressure was varied with composition in the range 3-4 atm, in order to keep the initial fuel density invariant at about 0.5 mg/cm 3 as the composition was changed, thereby insuring that the implosions were "hydrodynamically equivalent" regardless of composition. 39 The capsules were driven by a 1-ns square pulse delivering about 29 kJ of laser energy. Detailed parameters describing the three deuterated-shell capsules used for (in)validation, and their observed performance, are given in Table IV . Several measured quantities are shown for each capsule. When the gas contains no 3 He, the yield of These experiments are superficially similar to those of Rosenberg et al., 13 on which the RIK models' calibration was based, in the sense that both data sets came from 60-beam OMEGA direct-drive implosions, and both include measurements of DD and D 3 He reactions in thin-shell capsules. But the deuterated-shell implosions differ significantly from the calibration experiments, particularly when the gas fill is pure 3 He, because in that case D 3 He reactions occur only if there is intermixing of gas and shell material, only in the presence of a considerable population of 12 C ions, and typically at a large radius, distant from the hot central core of the capsule. The DD reactions likewise occur only in the shell or mixed region when the gas fill is pure 3 He. Even when the initial gas contains D 2 , the intermixed shell contributes a large fraction of the total D 3 He yield. Therefore, the deuterated-shell capsules, by comparison to the calibration experiments, impose an independent constraint on the flow of fuel ions into the shell; the calibration experiment's yields depend on the loss of fuel ions by the fuel region, while the deuterated-shell experiment's yields depend on the gain of fuel ions by the shell region.
To judge the validity of a model, we compute the difference between observed and calculated values of the three observable quantities for each capsule, as in Eq. (10), and then sum over all three deuterated-shell capsule experiments, to obtain S 3,3 . For this purpose, simulations used the unique as-built dimensions and characteristics of each capsule as input. (In)validation does not involve searching input parameter space; we compare only the five points in input space corresponding to the four calibrated RIK models and the clean model. Table V makes it clear that the high-fuel-density model has the smallest value of S 3,3 and is therefore "less invalid" than the other models, although the 4-shot model is not too much worse.
This judgment is borne out in Figure 7 , which shows that the high-fuel-density model gives fairly good agreement with more of the data than do the other models, although the 4-shot model gives quite good agreement with observed D 3 He yield in particular. All curves in the figure were calculated assuming a C 1 D 1.4 shell having 866.0-lm outer diameter, 5.0-lm thickness, gas fill consisting of 3.02 atm pure D 2 , and laser energy 29.529 kJ in a 1-ns square pulse (the parameters for shot #65273). The clean model is clearly much less preferable overall than the other four, even though it gives a better fit for the equimolar capsule #65275 than one of the RIK models; this example serves as a warning, if one is needed, against drawing conclusions based on a single atom fraction, f D , for these capsules, for high fuel density as well as low fuel density. In all simulations, the capsule was assumed to have 854-lm outer diameter, 2.2-lm ablator thickness, and to be driven by a 14.6-kJ 0.6-ns square pulse. Simulations for high fuel density used fill pressure hydrodynamically equivalent to 19.0 atm pure D 2 . Simulations for low fuel density used fill pressure hydrodynamically equivalent to 2.4 atm pure D 2 . Results are shown in Figure 8 (high fuel density) and Figure 9 (low fuel density). We have not calculated quantitative (in)validation metrics for these comparisons, but it is qualitatively clear from Figure 8 that, not surprisingly, the high-fuel-density model is preferable for the $20-atm fills, and from Figure 9 that the low-fuel-density model is preferable for the $2.4-atm fills, though the 8-shot model is comparable. The general agreement between these models and the data is also not surprising, given that the equimolar calibration shots on which the high-fuel-density and low-fuel-density models are based are very similar to the shots in Figures 8 and 9 at f D ¼ 0.5. The (in)validation data base thus mainly tests the models' ability to predict the effect of excursions in the fuel composition around f D ¼ 0.5, extending as low as f D ¼ 0.2 and as high as f D ¼ 1; it also tests the models' ability to predict an observable not used as a calibration constraint, i.e., T iD3He .
The most notable discrepancy between observations and calculations in Figures 8 and 9 is seen for T iD3He . In Figure  8 (d), all models give calculated values of T iD3He that are significantly smaller than observed. In Figure 9 (d), no matter which of the four RIK models is used, calculations show T iD3He decreasing as f D increases, while observations show instead that T iD3He is roughly constant or even increasing as f D increases. It is possible that some of the discrepancy can be explained by the different definitions of this quantity according to whether it is empirically or calculationally determined. In experiments, T iD3He is determined from the width of the thermal-Doppler-broadened spectrum of protons created in D 3 He reactions, with birth energy of 14.7 MeV, which are slightly downshifted in energy because of their passage out of the capsule. In simulations, however, T iD3He is calculated as the time-and space-averaged ion temperature, enforced to be equal for all species, but weighted by the local rate of D He protons, accounting for the temporal and spatial variation in their production rate and their transport out of the capsule, but this is rarely done in practice.)
Rinderknecht et al. 14 interpret the T iD3He discrepancy as evidence for thermal decoupling of D and 3 He ions in these strongly shock-driven "exploding pusher" capsules. They show that the timescale for thermal equilibration of D and 3 He, and the individual self-thermalization timescale of each species, are long compared to the burn duration for the lowdensity capsules. The RIK models, however, enforce temperature equality among all ion species in a computational mesh cell, and therefore cannot directly represent ion thermal nonequilibrium. 40 Rinderknecht et al.
14 develop a simple model for the average ion temperatures that accounts for temperature nonequilibrium and show that it explains the observations. This seems like a valid conclusion and is reinforced by the recent results of Inglebert et al., 3 who find evidence for temperature nonequilibrium in cryogenic non-igniting implosions at NIF. A re-calibration of RIK models for the D 3 He implosions using T iD3He as a constraint, if they still fail to explain the data, would lend yet more confidence to the conclusion.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have described the class of RIK models, consisting of the Schunk-Zimmerman moment-based gradient-diffusion transport model, the Molvig-Albright fusion-reactivityreduction model, and the Dimonte hydrodynamic turbulent mixing model, implemented and running simultaneously in a radiation-hydrodynamic code. RIK models are characterized by the values of a number of parameters, introduced in Secs. I and II, which can be calibrated using experimental observations. Calibrated models are useful for predicting or interpreting results from experiments under conditions that vary from the calibration conditions. We showed that several models calibrated using data from thin glass-shell capsule implosions with varying initial fuel density (Secs. III B and III D) led to useful explanations of data from independent experiments: thin deuterated-plastic shell capsules with varying fuel composition (Sec. III E 1) and thin glass-shell capsules with varying fuel composition (Sec. III E 2). For example, the "4-shot" model calibrated on glass-shell capsules from Ref. 13 can explain (and could have predicted) observables from the deuterated plastic-shell capsules of Refs. 11 and 12, such as Y DDn (within 2Â), Y D3He (within 10%), and T iDD (within 15%). But we found that no single RIK model gives as good an explanation of capsule performance across a range of initial fuel densities as do separate RIK models individually calibrated for each fuel density.
Calibrated RIK models are also useful for the insight they afford into the time-dependent structure of capsules throughout their implosion. They show that, in the kinetic regime, shocked fuel ions flow outward into the imploding shell at a high rate, depleting the fuel volume and leading to much lower fusion yields than implied by clean simulations. The outflow is species-dependent, with less highly charged ions (such as D) flowing at a significantly higher rate than more highly charged ions (such as 3 He); the resulting ion species segregation leaves the fuel enriched in the more highly charged species. Transport of ion thermal energy is also enhanced in the kinetic regime, causing the fuel region to have a more uniform, lower ion temperature, extending over a larger volume, than implied by clean simulations. Ion thermal energy is carried outward into the shell as well, by the escaping fuel ions.
The RIK model class as defined here leaves something to be desired in its predictive capability as initial fuel density is varied across the transition from the hydrodynamic regime to the kinetic regime. After all, we regard this model as schematic, in the sense of providing an outline or "rough draft" of a complete first-principles-based model. Its four main approximations are (1) the use of an average collisional drag over all species, with an associated collision time scale s s , (2) the neglect of the ion thermodiffusion force, (3) the lack of flux limiters in the ion mass flux model, and (4) the a priori independence of the component models' parameters. These approximations clearly define directions for further research leading to improved models. We expect that the successful application of RIK models as described in this article, approximate as these models are, will encourage continued development of first-principles-based, comprehensive, self-consistent, yet useable models of kinetic multispecies ion behavior in ICF plasmas.
